**CaixaBank**, Spain\'s leading retail bank, is installing around 100 ATMs equipped with facial recognition technology across the country. The ATMs identify customers via their image captured by the terminal\'s camera, so they do not have to manually enter their PIN. CaixaBank CEO, Gonzalo Gortázar, said: "This project is particularly relevant in the context of Covid-19, as it enables us to reduce the physical contact of customers with ATM surfaces. This measure comes in addition to using contactless cards, which contributes to promote safe terminal use." The ATMs are equipped with cameras and software capable of validating up to 16,000 points on the user\'s face.

Norway\'s **NEXT Biometrics** has secured major orders for its fingerprint sensor technology from Russia and the Indian Government\'s Aadhaar programme. In Russia, a new NEXT partner, LLC NF Technology, has ordered over 5,000 of its FAP 20 sensors for a Citizen ID project. The sensors will be built into an ID card reader that LLC NF is developing. The FAP 20s were recently certified as complying with the FBI\'s Next Generation Identification (NGI) Image Quality Specifications (IQS). NEXT has also received an order worth over \$400,000 for fingerprint biometric readers to be used in India\'s Aadhaar scheme, one of the world\'s biggest biometric tech deployments. The readers will help in the distribution of food supplies to citizens in the country\'s Tamil Nadu region. NEXT CEO Peter Heuman said: "We are pleased that NEXT products are providing tools for local governments in India, focused on improving living standards and providing social benefits for its populations." The order follows a \$750,000 Aadhaar contract for fingerprint biometric readers NEXT received at the start of this year.

German biometrics company **BioID** and Dutch identity provider **Digidentity** have teamed up to provide the British Government with improved biometric identity checking on its main [GOV.UK](http://GOV.UK){#interrefs10} website. The site, which enables UK citizens to access a range of governmental services online, has seen strong demand during the Covid-19 pandemic. Digidentity has now added BioID\'s facial recognition-based liveness detection to the Verify service, to validate individuals using [GOV.UK](http://GOV.UK){#interrefs20}. BioID identifies people by matching selfies taken on their mobile device against their stored ID photo, and checks the user\'s live presence to reduce identity fraud. Digidentity has also scaled up the service, which can now onboard more than 400 people a minute. Digidentity CTO Marcel Wendt said: "We are proud to partner with BioID in supporting [GOV.UK](http://GOV.UK){#interrefs30} Verify during this unprecedented situation in completing critical remote identity verification. By working together with BioID, we can make sure the person on the other side is really who they say they are with facial recognition." Digidentity is part of Solera Holdings, a global provider of risk and asset management data and software solutions for the insurance and automotive industries. Last year, Digidentity processed over 300 million authentications for more than 20 million individuals.
